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Abstract 

The aim of this study is to investigate whether implied RND functions are stable with respect to the 

choice of estimation methodology and whether the stability is affected by the stock market crash of 

September 15 2008. In order to do so, I estimate RND functions for the EURO STOXX 50 equity 

index using two different methods, namely the fully parametric two-lognormal method and a 

curve-fitting method based on the approach proposed by Shimko (1993). For the estimated RND 

functions, the mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis are calculated. I find that though the 

qualitative shape and the direction of the evolution over time of the RND functions obtained with the 

two different methods are relatively similar for most of the estimated trading days, the calculated 

descriptive statistics show noticeable and systematic differences. These conclusions are largely 

unaffected by the stock market crash, though the discrepancy in the estimated skewness increases in 

magnitude and becomes more volatile after it. Based on this, I find that the question of whether the 

RND estimation is stable with respect to methodology depends on the intended application. If the aim 

is to qualitatively assess changes in market sentiment over time, both methods lead to largely the same 

conclusions, and thus, the RND can be considered stable. If, on the other hand, the RND is to be used 

to price a contingent claim and high numerical accuracy is necessary, the RND estimation cannot be 

said to be stable with respect to methodology. 
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1. Introduction 

Derivative contracts, such as call options and put options, are actively traded in financial markets 

around the world. Clearly, the price of such a contract reflects the market’s view of the likelihood that 

the contract will yield a positive payoff. Since derivatives are assets whose payoff depends on the state 

of some underlying asset at some future point in time, it follows that option prices indirectly convey 

information about the probabilities that the market attaches to the underlying asset being in particular 

states in the future. By using certain techniques, it is possible to obtain a risk neutral probability 

density function for the state of the underlying asset at a fixed future point in time from the prices of 

traded options.
1
 This risk neutral density (RND) function can be interpreted as the market’s probability 

distribution for the state of the underlying asset. By studying the RND function, the market’s beliefs 

can be directly examined. For example, it could convey information on whether the market places 

relatively greater probability on an increase in prices than on a decrease. Furthermore, the evolution of 

the obtained RND can be used to assess how the market’s beliefs change over time. Specifically, it can 

be used to assess market beliefs about a planned future event, such as an election. It can also be used 

to look at how market beliefs change around an unplanned event, such as a stock market crash. If 

market beliefs change prior to such an event, it indicates that the market predicted the event. If, on the 

other hand, the change in market beliefs comes after the event has occurred, the logical interpretation 

is that the market did not predict the event, but instead reacted to it. 

Because of the close connection of the RND functions and the market’s beliefs about future events, 

many authors have used RND functions to assess whether the market predicted or reacted to certain 

events. Some authors, e.g. Mandler (2002) and Gemmill and Saflekos (2000)
2
, look at planned events 

such as central bank meetings and elections, whereas others, e.g. Lynch and Panigirtzoglou (2008), 

Birru and Figlewski (2010) and Wolynski and Theimer (2011), look at unplanned events, such as 

stock market crashes. The latter two are of particular interest, as they both look at the September 2008 

stock market crash, which set in motion the late-2000s financial crisis, widely considered the worst 

financial crisis since the Great Depression.
3
 

However, even though many authors have used RND functions to study market beliefs, the literature 

on RND functions is mostly focused on methodology rather than application, with most research in the 

                                                      
1 The obtained probability density will be risk neutral, as derivatives are priced under a risk neutral probability measure and 

not under the real world probability measure. Thus, it is important to highlight that since the obtained distributions and 

probabilities are risk neutral, one should interpret them with caution. For a discussion of the potentially erroneous 

conclusions that may arise as a result of interpreting obtained RND functions without taking the fact that they are risk neutral 

into account, see e.g. Wolynski and Theimer (2011). 
2 The study carried out by Gemmill and Saflekos (2000) is rather extensive. The authors examine planned events in the form 

of British elections, as well as several unplanned events, namely the crash of October 1987, the mini crash of October 1989 

and the market turmoil of October 1997. 
3 Though the September 2008 stock market crash set the late-2000s financial crisis in motion, the crisis actually began in the 

credit market, particularly the market for mortgage-backed securities based on subprime mortgages, and its first indicators 

could be seen as early as February and March of 2007, when several subprime lenders declared bankruptcy. The reader 

interested in a more detailed overview of the matter is referred to e.g. Authers (2010) or Taylor (2009). 
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field focusing on finding new and better ways to retrieve the RND function from the data. Speaking 

broadly, the various methods can be broken down into three main categories: strictly non-parametric 

methods, curve-fitting methods and fully parametric methods.
4
 Several studies that summarize and 

compare different methods within and across the categories listed above exist, though they typically 

do not explicitly derive the RND function from the same data set using different methods, but instead 

base their conclusion on an analysis of the previously conducted research. It should also be pointed out 

that to my knowledge, there is no method comparison study recent enough to cover studies conducted 

on the September 2008 stock market crash. 

One notable example of a study that compares different methods for estimating the RND function is 

Jackwerth (1999). Interestingly, Jackwerth finds that unless there are very few available option prices, 

the various methods tend to give rather similar estimates of the implied RND function. Hence, 

Jackwerth concludes that just about any reasonable method can be used without affecting the results 

too much. 

In this paper, I use two different methods to estimate RND functions around the stock market crash of 

September 15 2008 to test whether the estimated RND functions are stable with respect to the 

estimation method used. Specifically, I use the fully parametric two-lognormal method and a 

curve-fitting method based on the approach proposed by Shimko (1993) to extract the RND function 

of the EURO STOXX 50 equity index before and after September 15 2008. Based on this, the aim is 

to investigate whether the implied RND functions are stable with respect to the choice of estimation 

methodology and whether the stability is affected by the stock market crash. 

I proceed by presenting the necessary theoretical framework in the next section. In section 3, the data 

is introduced and the procedure that is used to extract reliable observations from the initial data set is 

explained. Section 4 describes the methodology and explains how the theoretical framework is applied 

to the data. In section 5, I present and discuss my results, before summing them up and presenting 

more general conclusions in section 6. 

2. Theoretical framework 

In this section, the theoretical framework necessary to retrieve RND functions and implied volatilities 

from the data will be presented. The aim is to present the framework in a way that is intuitively 

accessible rather than mathematically rigorous. However, given the nature of the subject, a rather 

extensive use of mathematics is necessary. 

                                                      
4 Each of these method types will be elaborated on in the theoretical framework section. At this point, it is sufficient to point 

out that there are several types of methods for RND estimation. 
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2.1. Risk neutral valuation 

Risk neutral valuation was first derived by Cox and Ross (1976). The authors show that if it is possible 

to find an analytical expression in the form of a differential or difference-differential equation that 

every contingent claim must satisfy and in which one of the original model parameters does not 

appear, this parameter can be chosen so that the underlying asset earns the risk free rate. The value of 

the contingent claim can then be obtained by calculating the expected value, using the modified 

parameter, and then discounting at the risk free rate. Harrison and Kreps (1979) formalize this 

approach and make it more rigorous by introducing the theory of equivalent martingale measures. 

They show that the method proposed by Cox and Ross is equivalent to changing the probability 

measure from the real world probability measure   to the equivalent
5
 martingale

6
 measure  . For 

obvious reasons, this measure is also commonly referred to as the risk neutral measure. The value at 

time   of a contingent claim   maturing at time   can be obtained by using risk neutral valuation as: 

      [  ∫     
 

       
 ] (1) 

In the equation above,    denotes the time   price of the contingent claim  ,   [ ] denotes the 

expected value taken under the probability measure  ,   denotes the risk free rate and   
  denotes the 

filtration generated by the price process of the underlying asset   over the period [   ]. Thus, the 

expression entails computing a conditional expectation under   at time  . Using more compact 

notation, this can be rewritten as: 

      
 
[  ∫     

 

    ] (2) 

It can be shown that if an equivalent martingale measure   exists, the market is free from arbitrage. If 

the measure is unique, the market is referred to as complete, meaning that all contingent claims can be 

replicated using other assets. This also implies that the arbitrage free price is unique.
7
 

For a derivative, the payoff of the contingent claim   at maturity (i.e. at time  ) can be expressed as a 

function  ( ) of the value of the underlying asset   at time  , i.e.     (  ). Expression (2) then 

becomes: 

      
 
[  ∫     

 

   (  )] (3) 

                                                      
5 Two measures are said to be equivalent if for the two measures (here denoted by   and  ) on the measureable space 
(   ),  it holds that: 

 ( )     ( )            

In words, this means that the two measures agree on all impossible events. This implies that the two measures also agree on 

all certain events, as a certain event is the compliment of an impossible event. Hence, two equivalent measures agree on all 

impossible and on all certain events. Equivalence between two measures   and   is denoted by    . 
6 A stochastic process    is said to be martingale if  [    ]          [   ) and  [     ]     for every pair    , such 

that    . The latter condition is commonly referred to as the martingale property. In words, it means that the best prediction 

of the value of the process at any future point in time, given all available information, is the current value of the process. The 

term “equivalent martingale measure” arises because the discounted price process is a martingale under  . 
7 For more on the connection between equivalent martingale measures and arbitrage, see e.g. Björk (2004). 
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One should note that since the expected value of a product does not generally equal the product of the 

expected values (i.e.  [   ]   [ ]   [ ]), the conditional expectation above can be rather difficult 

to compute. Therefore, the simplifying assumption of a constant risk free interest rate over the time 

period [   ] is usually made, i.e.            [   ]. Given this assumption, it holds that 

  ∫     
 

     (   ). Since    (   ) is a constant, it can be taken out of the conditional expectation 

operator. The resulting expression is: 

       (   )    
 [ (  )] (4) 

Thus, it is clear that in order to obtain   , all that is needed is the probability density function of    at 

time   under the equivalent martingale measure  . This is the previously mentioned RND function, 

denoted by   (  ). Assuming that the RND function   (  ) is known, the conditional expectation in 

expression (4) can be computed as
8
:
 
 

   
 [ (  )]  ∫   (  ) (  )   

 

 

 (5) 

Consequently, the price of the contingent claim at time   can be obtained as: 

       (   ) ∫   (  ) (  )   

 

 

 (6) 

Expression (6) is typically used in one of two ways. The focus is either on computing the price   , in 

which case certain assumptions regarding the price process of the underlying asset in order to obtain 

  (  ) are made, or on using the available prices of traded derivatives to estimate the RND function 

  (  ) implied by those prices. The focus of this paper is on the latter. 

It should be pointed out that the usage of risk neutral valuation in no way implies the (obviously 

incorrect) assumption that investors are risk neutral. Instead, usage of the equivalent martingale 

measure can be viewed as a different approach to modeling risk. Instead of compensating for higher 

risk by using a higher discount rate, the probabilities of “good” outcomes are adjusted down (and 

hence, the probabilities of “bad” outcomes are adjusted up, as the total probability has to sum to one). 

Hence, the expected value under   will be lower than under  , thus eliminating the need for a higher 

discount rate to obtain the correct price. Consequently, the expected rate of return under the equivalent 

martingale measure   is equal to the risk free rate   for all assets. 

                                                      
8 The observant reader may note that the integral in expression (5) is taken over the interval [   ) rather than (    ), 
which is the correct integration interval when computing an expected value. This is a result of the fact that    is only defined 

on the interval [   ), as a price cannot take negative values. Hence, it is assumed that   (  )           (    ). 
Consequently, integrating over [   ) will yield the same result as integrating over (    ) in this case. 
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2.2. The Black-Scholes model 

In their seminal paper, Black and Scholes (1973) developed the model that has since become the 

benchmark in option pricing. The model, known simply as the Black-Scholes model, postulates that 

the price process for the underlying asset follows a geometric Brownian motion (GBM), i.e.: 

 
   
  

         
  (7) 

In the equation above,   represents the drift term and   represents the diffusion term for the return 

process of the underlying asset.
9
   

  denotes a Wiener process under the real world probability 

measure  . Recall that for a Wiener process, the increments are normally distributed with mean   and 

variance   , i.e.    
     (    ).

10
 Therefore, it is clear that the return process for the underlying asset 

under the real world probability measure   has normally distributed increments. Hence, the price 

process has lognormally distributed increments. Thus, the Black-Scholes dynamics for the price of the 

underlying asset imply that it is lognormally distributed (in other words, the Black-Scholes model 

implies a lognormal RND). As the present price of the underlying asset is known, the assumption of a 

stochastic process for the price of the underlying asset makes it possible to derive the distribution of 

the price of the underlying at some future point in time. 

Black and Scholes show that the price of a derivative is given by     (    ), where the pricing 

function  ( ) satisfies the partial differential equation (PDE) below, commonly referred to as the 

Black-Scholes PDE: 

 
  

  
(    )     

  

   
(    )  

 

 
    

 
   

   
 
(    )    (    )    (8) 

The reader familiar with PDEs will notice that the expression above is insufficient in order to obtain a 

specific solution. In order to do so, a boundary condition is also necessary. The boundary condition is 

given by: 

  (    )   (  ) (9) 

Recall that  (  ) is the payoff function of the derivative at maturity. Now, there is a unique solution 

for this PDE, so in a Black-Scholes economy
11

, there is a unique price for every derivative. Notice that 

all derivatives in the economy have to satisfy the PDE in expression (8). The only difference between 

derivatives lies in the boundary condition, i.e. expression (9). 

Black and Scholes also derive explicit formulas for the pricing of European call and put options. 

Recall that for a European call, the payoff function is  (  )     (      ), where    is the price 

                                                      
9 It is important to note that   and   denote the drift and diffusion terms for the return process and not for the price process. 

The drift and diffusion terms for the price process at time   are     and     respectively, and thus vary with   as    varies 

with  , whereas   and   are constants and thus time-invariant. 
10 For more on Wiener processes and their applications in finance, see e.g. Kijima (2002) or Björk (2004). 
11 See Black and Scholes (1973) for all of the assumptions that make up a Black-Scholes economy. 
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of the underlying asset at maturity and   is the exercise price. Similarly, for a European put, the 

payoff function is  (  )     (      ). Thus, the boundary condition in expression (9) is set to 

the respective payoff function. 

The Black-Scholes formula for European calls and puts respectively, is: 

 
      (  )     (   )  (  ) 

      (   )  (   )     (   ) 
(10) 

The parameters    and    are given by: 

 

   
   (

  
 )  (  

  

 ) (   )

 √   
 

   
   (

  
 
)  (  

  

 
) (   )

 √   
 

(11) 

In expressions (10) and (11) above,   denotes the cumulative distribution function of the standard 

normal distribution
12

 and    ( ) denotes the natural logarithm. The parameters involved have already 

been defined, though we will return to the parameter   shortly. Also, one should note that the expected 

return of the underlying asset,  , is not included in the valuation formulas. This is to be expected, as   

is the expected return of the underlying asset under the real world probability measure  . However, as 

has already been explained, risk neutral valuation is carried out under the equivalent martingale 

measure  , where the expected return on all assets is the risk free rate  . 

Garman and Kolhagen (1983) extend the Black-Scholes model, enabling it to cope with the 

presence of two interest rates. This is done for foreign exchange (FX) options, where both the 

domestic risk free rate    and the foreign risk free rate    must be taken into account. The 

resulting difference is that while only   is discounted in the original Black-Scholes model, the 

Garman-Kolhagen model also discounts the price of the underlying asset   , at the foreign risk 

free rate   , while   is obviously still discounted at the domestic risk free rate   . The reason for 

discounting the underlying asset is that the investor forgoes the foreign interest rate by owning 

the option rather than the underlying asset directly. Though Garman and Kolhagen do their 

derivation for FX options, it is clear that the same framework can be applied to any type of 

underlying asset where there is a continuous return that the investor relinquishes by owning the 

option rather than the underlying asset. With the commonly made simplifying assumption that 

equity indices pay a continuous dividend yield rather than discrete dividends, this is clearly the 

                                                      
12 Recall that a cumulative distribution function for a random variable   is given by  ( )   (   ), where   is an 

arbitrary probability measure (not necessarily the real world probability measure  ). This can be defined in terms of the 

probability density function  ( ) as  ( )  ∫  ( )  
 

  
. For the standard normal distribution, the probability density 

function is given by  ( )  
 
  

  

 

√  
. Hence, the cumulative distribution function is given by  ( )  

 

√  
∫    

  

   
 

  
. 

Unfortunately, there is no way to express this integral analytically, so it has to be evaluated numerically. 
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case for index options. Denoting the dividend yield by  , the extended Black-Scholes formula for 

European index options becomes: 

 
      (   )   (  )     (   )  (  ) 

      (   )  (   )     (   )   (   ) 
(12) 

The parameters    and    are now given by: 

 

   
   (

  
 )  (    

  

 ) (   )

 √   
 

   
   (

  
 
)  (    

  

 
) (   )

 √   
 

(13) 

One should note that while options on single stocks are typically American, index options are typically 

European. Hence, the Black-Scholes formula is particularly suitable for working with index options. 

As we are dealing with index options in this paper, the model presented in expressions (12) and (13) 

will be used. 

2.2.1. Implied volatility and the volatility smile 

Given the framework presented above, the price of a European index option is a function of six 

parameters, namely the current level of the index (  ), the exercise price ( ), the time to maturity 

(   ), the risk free interest rate ( ), the dividend yield ( ) and the volatility of the index return ( ).
13

 

The values of the first five parameters at time   are readily observable, so there is generally little 

disagreement about them. However, the value of the volatility parameter   is unobservable. One 

should note that since the values of the other five parameters are known, the option price at time   can 

be considered a function of   only. Hence, it is possible to obtain an estimate of   from the prices of 

traded options by choosing   so that the Black-Scholes price corresponds to the market price. This 

type of estimate of   is known as implied volatility. One should note that the Black-Scholes price of 

an option (call or put) is a monotonically increasing function of  . Therefore, a higher implied 

volatility, ceteris paribus, means that an option is trading at a higher price. 

Under the Black-Scholes assumptions, the price of the underlying asset evolves according to a GBM. 

In this context,   should be constant, as can clearly be seen in expression (7). Thus, the implied 

volatility should not vary with either exercise price or time to maturity. Rubinstein (1994) points out 

that the Black-Scholes framework can be easily adjusted to allow for time-dependent implied 

volatility. Still though, the implied volatility should be constant for different exercise prices, given a 

                                                      
13 A word on notation might be appropriate at this point. Since the price of an equity index option under the Black-Scholes 

model is a function of six parameters, the most general way to denote the time   option price function is 

  (              ) and   (              ) for European calls and puts respectively. If a more complex model than the 

Black-Scholes model is used, even more parameters become involved. Clearly, writing them all out every time is highly 

impractical. Therefore, more compact notation will typically be used and only the most relevant variables for the particular 

application will be written out explicitly. Thus, when I write e.g.   ( ), it does not mean that the exercise price is the only 

variable that the call price depends on, but rather that it is the one most relevant for the task at hand. 
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fixed maturity. However, implied volatility is usually observed in the market as a convex function of 

exercise price. Because of this, implied volatility as a function of exercise price,  ( ), is typically 

referred to as the “volatility smile”.
14

 

Rubinstein (1994) studies options on the S&P 500 index and finds that the assumption of a constant 

implied volatility for different exercise prices, given a fixed maturity, held fairly well until the stock 

market crash of 1987. Since then, the implied volatility as a function of the exercise price has 

exhibited the reverse skew (or “smirk”) shape that can be seen in Figure 1 below and that is 

characteristic for equity index options today.
15

 Rubinstein suggests that one possible explanation for 

this is “crash-o-phobia”, i.e. that the market prices out-of-the-money (OTM) puts (and hence in-the-

money (ITM) calls as a result of the put-call parity) relatively higher than options with higher exercise 

prices in order to provide insurance against stock market crashes. Another possible explanation is the 

“leverage effect”, proposed by Black (1976), though Figlewski and Wang (2000) convincingly argue 

against this explanation. 

Figure 1 – Volatility smile on September 29 2008, three months 

 

Regardless what explanation for it one chooses to believe, it is clear that the existence of the implied 

volatility smile indicates that market participants make more complex assumptions than a GBM about 

the path of the underlying asset price. As a result, they attach different probabilities to the possible 

values of the underlying asset at maturity than those that are consistent with a lognormal distribution. 

Bahra (1997) points out that the extent of the convexity of the smile curve indicates the degree to 

which the market RND function differs from a lognormal (Black-Scholes) RND. Specifically, a more 

convex volatility smile function indicates that greater probability is attached to extreme outcomes of 

                                                      
14 Though typically convex, the shape of the function  ( ) is not always a regular smile. Depending on the underlying asset, 

the shape can range from a reverse skew to a forward skew, with the regular smile somewhere in between. 
15 It should be noted that the implied volatilities are plotted against the moneyness of the respective options (here, moneyness 

is defined as the strike price divided by the time   value of the underlying asset, i.e. 
 

  
, expressed as a percentage) rather than 

their exercise prices. The advantage of using moneyness rather than the exercise price directly is that it makes it much easier 

to compare volatility smiles across different points in time and between different assets, as the moneyness of an ATM 

exercise price is always equal to    . 
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  . As a result, the market RND will have fatter tails than those associated with a lognormal 

distribution. Bahra further notes that the slope of the volatility smile function is related to the 

skewness of the market RND function. A positive slope implies an RND function that is more 

right-skewed than a lognormal RND function, whereas a negative slope implies that the market RND 

function is more left-skewed than a lognormal RND function. Thus, we would expect an equity index 

to exhibit RND functions that are more left-skewed than a lognormal RND function, as the volatility 

smirk has a negative slope. Overall, it is clear that there is a close connection between the volatility 

smile and the market RND function. This will become more apparent in the following section, where 

different methods for estimating the RND function are examined. 

2.3. The RND function 

Before going into the various ways of recovering RND functions, it is useful to review the concept of 

elementary claims. An elementary claim is the most fundamental state-contingent claim
16

 and was 

introduced by Arrow (1964), based on the time-state preference model of Arrow and Debreu (1954). 

For this reason, it is commonly referred to as an Arrow-Debreu security. An Arrow-Debreu security is 

an asset that pays one unit of currency at a future time   if the underlying asset   is in a particular state 

at that time, and zero otherwise. The price of an Arrow-Debreu security for a certain state is simply the 

risk neutral probability of that state occurring, multiplied by the discounted value of one unit of 

currency. Hence, if Arrow-Debreu securities were traded, recovering the risk neutral probability 

  (    ) would simply entail observing the price for the Arrow-Debreu security corresponding to 

the future state      and compounding it by the risk free rate. Doing this across all states would 

yield all risk neutral probabilities, thus making it trivial to obtain the RND function   (  ). However, 

the securities are not traded and have to be replicated. This can be achieved by taking a long position 

in a so-called “butterfly spread”. 

A butterfly spread is a portfolio, denoted by   , of European call options
17

, formed by taking a short 

position in two European call options with exercise price  , a long position in one European call 

option with exercise price      and a long position in one European call option with exercise price 

    , where    represents the constant step size between adjacent exercise prices. Notice that if 

    , the payoff of a butterfly spread is equal to   , and that if              , the payoff is 

zero. Thus, by investing 
 

  
 in a butterfly spread, the payoff is one when      and zero elsewhere. 

Hence, a discrete approximation of an elementary claim for a given future state      is given by: 

                                                      
16 A state-contingent claim is a claim whose value depends on the future state of some variable. Hence, it should be clear that 

any derivative constitutes a state-contingent claim. 
17 As a consequence of the put-call parity, a butterfly spread can also be formed by using European puts. However, following 

the approach of Breeden and Litzenberger (1978), calls are used throughout. To see how to construct a butterfly spread with 

puts, see e.g. Hull (2006). 
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|
    

 
  (    )     ( )    (    )

  
|
    

 (14) 

In the expression above,   ( ) denotes the current (time  ) price of a European call option with 

exercise price   and expiry date  . As this expression replicates an elementary claim, it is clear that 

the risk neutral probability for the future state      is given by: 

   (    )    (   )
  (    )     ( )    (    )

  
|
    

 (15) 

Hence, the risk neutral probability density for the state will be given by: 

   (    )    (   )
  (    )     ( )    (    )

(  ) 
|
    

 (16) 

Clearly, this framework is not ideal, as it only allows us to replicate discrete states of   , spaced by the 

discrete distance   . However, one should note that the fraction in expression (16) is the second order 

central finite difference, i.e. an approximation of the second order derivative of   ( ) with respect to 

 . Thus, it is clear that: 

    
    

 
 
(    )    (   )

    ( ) 

   
|
    

 (17) 

In words, this means that if European call options for all possible exercise prices were traded (i.e. as 

    ), the probability density for all possible future states of    could be obtained. Applying 

expression (17) across the continuum of all possible states, the RND function   (  ) is obtained as: 

   (  )    (   )
  

  ( ) 

   
 (18) 

This is the famous result arrived at in the seminal paper by Breeden and Litzenberger (1978).
18

 It is 

important to note that since the derivation of expression (18) does not make any assumptions about the 

dynamics of the underlying price process, it can be used to obtain the implied RND function 

irrespective of what the underlying price process looks like. 

2.3.1. Techniques for estimating the RND function 

The simplest way to estimate the RND function is to derive a risk neutral histogram for it (an example 

can be seen in Figure 2 below). This is done by using expression (15). By applying this technique to 

all available exercise prices   for a certain maturity    , discrete approximations of the implied risk 

neutral probabilities for that maturity is obtained. 

  

                                                      
18 It should be pointed out that replication is not necessary to obtain expression (18). Differentiating the call option price 

given in expression (21) twice with respect to the exercise price will obviously yield the same result, but it is harder to do and 

does not provide the same intuitive explanation as to why this result is to be expected. 
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Figure 2 – Risk neutral histogram for September 19 2008, three months 

 

Though simple, the risk neutral histogram method has a number of notable weaknesses. One such 

weakness is that it requires large amounts of data. In order to obtain estimates for   state probabilities, 

    option prices are needed. Furthermore, all of the     option prices need to correspond to 

evenly spaced exercise prices, with the distance between adjacent exercise prices given by   . In 

practice, this is a big limitation, because reliable price estimates
19

 for options are not necessarily 

evenly spaced. Also, it is clear that this approximation will always result in a truncated distribution 

(i.e. ∫   (  )   
 

  
  ), as options for very high and very low exercise prices are not traded. 

Additionally, Bahra (1997) points out that this procedure is highly sensitive to badly behaved call 

prices. Observed prices sometimes exhibit small but sudden changes in convexity across exercise 

prices, as well as small degrees of concavity in exercise price. These irregularities result in large 

variations in probabilities over adjacent exercise prices and negative probabilities respectively. Where 

bid-ask spreads are observed rather than actual traded prices, these irregularities can arise due to 

measurement errors arising from using mid prices. All of these problems can be seen in Figure 2 

above. Large variations in probabilities over adjacent exercise prices can be observed for exercise 

prices in the ranges           and          , while a negative probability is observed for the 

exercise price     . Hence, it is clear that more sophisticated methods for retrieving the RND 

function are needed. As has already been mentioned, the methods for estimating the implied RND 

function can be broken down into three main categories.
20

 

                                                      
19 The criteria used to determine what a “reliable” price estimate is in this context are elaborated on in the data section. 
20 A wide variety of different methods for estimating the implied RND function have been proposed. Here, the intention is 

only to give a very brief overview. For a thorough review of the literature on the matter, the interested reader is referred to 

e.g. Jackwerth (1999) or Jackwerth (2004). 
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The first category is made up of strictly non-parametric methods. A notable example is Aït-Sahalia 

and Lo (1998), who apply the Nadaraya-Watson kernel estimator
21

 to estimate the entire call pricing 

function. Strictly non-parametric methods have the advantage of not making any assumptions at all 

about the underlying RND function, thus allowing for more general RND functions. However, they 

are particularly data-intensive and thus require a large amount of available option prices to work well. 

The second category encompasses curve-fitting methods. These are methods where the RND function 

is derived directly from some parametric specification of either the call pricing function or of the 

implied volatility smile curve. A notable example is Shimko (1993), who fits a quadratic polynomial 

to the implied volatility smile and then uses the Black-Scholes formula to obtain the call price as a 

continuous function of the exercise price.
22

 The resulting call price function is then twice differentiated 

with respect to the exercise price in order to obtain the RND function between the lowest and the 

highest exercise prices. Clearly, the resulting distribution will be truncated. To cope with this, Shimko 

grafts lognormal tails onto each of the endpoints of the obtained density in order to get the resulting 

RND to integrate to one. Shimko was the first author to interpolate in the implied volatility domain 

rather than in the call price domain directly. The rationale behind this is that implied volatilities are 

typically smoother than call prices themselves. This insight is used in many later studies that look at 

curve-fitting methods for RND estimation. Bliss and Panigirtzoglou (2004) use a smoothing spline 

rather than a quadratic polynomial for interpolating the implied volatilities. Figlewski (2010) proposes 

an advanced method, where a fourth order polynomial is used for interpolating the implied volatilities 

and where tails from the generalized extreme value distribution are grafted onto the endpoints. 

Methods of this kind are non-parametric in the sense that the RND function is never explicitly 

parameterized, but they cannot be called strictly non-parametric, as they demand the estimation of 

certain parameters in the process of deriving the RND. 

The third category comprises fully parametric methods, where assumptions are made about either the 

price process of the underlying asset or about the functional form of the RND directly. Examples 

include Bates (1991), Aparicio and Hodges (1998), Ritchey (1990) and Bahra (1997). Bates assumes 

that the price process of the underlying asset evolves according to an asymmetric jump-diffusion 

process and derives the RND based on this assumption. Aparicio and Hodges use the generalized beta 

distribution of the second kind, a four-parameter distributions first described by Bookstaber and 

McDonald (1987). The generalized beta distribution of the second kind encompasses many commonly 

used distributions, such as the lognormal distribution, the gamma distribution, the exponential 

distribution and several Burr type distributions (to mention a few) as special cases. The rationale for 

using such an advanced distribution is that one does not want to impose an overly restrictive functional 

                                                      
21 Going into the specifics of kernel regression is beyond the scope of this paper. The interested reader is referred to e.g. 

Härdle (1992). 
22 Note that the use of the Black-Scholes formula in this context does not require it to be true. It is merely used as a 

translation device between implied volatilities and option prices. 
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form on the RND. Another way to achieve this is to use mixtures of simpler distributions. Richey 

proposes a method where the RND is expressed as a weighted sum of   lognormal distributions. 

Specified in this way, the RND is able to capture the main contributions to the implied volatility smile 

curve, namely the skewness and the kurtosis of the distribution of the underlying asset. The drawback 

of this method is that it requires the estimation of a large number of parameters as   increases. Two 

parameters are used for each lognormal distribution and     mixing parameters are also needed. 

Hence, the total number of parameters to be estimated when   lognormal distributions are mixed is 

    . However, Bahra finds that even when using    , the model is able to capture the skewness 

and the kurtosis of the underlying distribution, whilst only requiring five input parameters. Because of 

its flexibility and the relatively small number of required parameters to be estimated, Bahra finds the 

two-lognormal approach to be the preferred method to estimate the RND function. He also derives 

explicit formulas for European calls and puts for the two-lognormal method. 

As the aim of this study is to examine the finding of Jackwerth (1999) that unless there are very few 

available option prices, the various methods presented above tend to give rather similar estimates of 

the implied RND function, two relatively simple methods are chosen. The methods used are the 

two-lognormal method and a slightly modified version of the method proposed by Shimko (1993). 

These are described in more detail below. 

2.3.2. The two-lognormal method 

When using a method where a functional form for the RND is assumed, the parameters are recovered 

by minimizing the distance between the observed option prices and those that are generated by the 

assumed parametric form. Melick and Thomas (1997) point out that this is a more general approach 

than assuming a stochastic process for the underlying price process, as a stochastic process implies a 

unique RND function, whereas any given RND function is consistent with many different stochastic 

processes. 

A random variable is lognormal if its natural logarithm is normally distributed. Thus, if the random 

variable   is normal with parameters   and  ,    is lognormal with parameters   and  , i.e. 

     (   )        (   ).23
 The probability density function for a lognormal random variable is 

given by: 

  (     )  
 
  

(   ( )  ) 

   

  √  
         (19) 

Hence, if the RND is assumed to be a weighted sum of two lognormal random variables, it will have 

the following functional form: 

                                                      
23 Note that the parameters   and   here have nothing to do with the Black-Scholes parameters that were denoted in the same 

way earlier. 
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(20) 

Since expression (20) above is a weighted sum, the weights for the respective lognormal densities 

must sum to one, i.e.     [   ]. 

Recall from expression (6) that the time   price of any contingent claim maturing at time   can be 

calculated as       (   ) ∫   (  ) (  )   
 

 
. Also recall that the payoff functions for European 

calls and puts respectively are  (  )     (      ) and  (  )     (      ). Thus, the price 

of a European call and a European put respectively can be computed as: 
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(21) 

Given the functional form for the RND function   (  ) presented in expression (20) above, Bahra 

(1997) derives closed-form solutions for pricing European calls and puts: 
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The parameters   ,   ,    and    are given by: 
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(23) 

It is interesting to note that unlike the Black-Scholes formula for index options, the dividend yield   is 

not explicitly considered in the closed-form solution presented above. The reason for this is that the 

derivation of the Black-Scholes formula starts by assuming a price process for the underlying asset 

under the real world probability measure   and then transforms it to the equivalent martingale 

measure  , whereas the approach taken here is to find the model parameters directly under  . Hence, 

the dividend yield does not need to be considered explicitly, as its presence will affect the values of 

the other parameters, thus giving it an implicit effect. Also note that the time to maturity,    , is not 

present, other than in the discount factor. This is because the parameters are estimated for a specific 

maturity, so it too will be implicitly included in them. 
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The expected value of a lognormally distributed random variable    with parameters   and   is given 

by  [  ]     
 

 
  

. Thus, by the linearity of the expected value, it is clear that the time   expected 

value of the RND function under   will be given by: 

   
 [  ]       

 
 
  
 

 (   )    
 
 
  
 

 (24) 

This expected value should equal the time   price of a futures contract maturing at time  , denoted by 

    . Hence, it should hold that: 
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Thus, in order to fit a two-lognormal RND function to the data, the task is to solve the following 

minimization problem, where observed call and put prices for an exercise price   are denoted by 

 ̂ ( ) and  ̂ ( ) respectively: 
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(26) 

The time to maturity for all options is obviously fixed to    , as the aim is to derive   (  ), i.e. the 

RND function for time   at time  . 

2.3.3. A curve-fitting method based on Shimko (1993) 

In the method proposed by Shimko (1993), the starting point is to obtain the implied volatilities for the 

call price data that he uses. Next, a quadratic polynomial is fitted to the implied volatilities as a 

function of the exercise price. This polynomial is then used to interpolate the implied volatility 

between the lowest and the highest available exercise prices. For exercise prices lower than the lowest 

one in the data set, the value of the polynomial at the lowest exercise price available is used. Similarly, 

the value of the polynomial at the highest exercise price available in the data set is used for exercise 

prices higher than that. In this way, the implied volatility as a continuous function of the exercise price 

has been obtained: 

 

 ( )   (    )        

 ( )            
               

 ( )   (     )         

(27) 

With this function in place, it is trivial to obtain call price estimates for any exercise price by applying 

the Black-Scholes formula to transform the implied volatilities back into option prices. As the call 
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price   ( ) is now available for every exercise price  , expression (16) can be used to obtain the 

RND, i.e. the second order central finite difference approximation is used to estimate the RND 

numerically. 

Figlewski (2010) points out that many authors who have proposed variations on this method have used 

cubic splines to interpolate the implied volatilities. Figlewski advices against this approach, as a 

standard cubic spline forces the interpolated curve to pass through all of the original data points, 

thereby incorporating all of the price noise into the data and resulting in badly behaved RND 

functions. He also discusses the smoothing spline approach used by Bliss and Panigirtzoglou (2004). 

This approach no longer requires the interpolated curve to pass through all of the original data points, 

as it introduces a smoothness parameter that regulates the tradeoff between smoothness and goodness 

of fit. Though Figlewski finds this approach preferable to the standard cubic spline approach, he points 

out that it is up to the author to set the value of the smoothness parameter, thus making it somewhat 

arbitrary. Instead, Figlewski argues that that optimal way to interpolate the implied volatilities is to use 

a fourth order polynomial. 

Figlewski (2010) also points out that using constant implied volatilities for the tails of the distribution 

results in lognormal tails and that this is inconsistent with the body of research carried out on this 

issue. Rather than grafting lognormal tails onto the estimated RND, Figlewski proposes to use the 

generalized extreme value distribution to generate tails that more accurately reflect actual market 

conditions. 

Though it is beyond the scope of this paper to get into the specifics of the generalized extreme value 

distribution, there is no reason not to uses the recent findings of Figlewski (2010) when it comes to the 

interpolation of the implied volatilities. Thus, the method used in this study is the one proposed by 

Shimko (1993) with the modification that a fourth order polynomial rather than a quadratic polynomial 

is used for interpolating the implied volatilities. 

At this point, the tools necessary to carry out the intended analysis have been presented. Before doing 

so, however, the data that has been used will be presented. 

3. Data 

The initial data set for the options consists of the same data that was used by Wolynski and Theimer 

(2011). As this study focuses on a more narrow time period than that one, only a subset of the data is 

then selected for the final analysis. Below, I first describe the initial option data used by Wolynski and 

Theimer, as well as the cleaning procedure applied to it. I then proceed to describe the subset of their 

data that is used in this study as well as the data used for futures on the EURO STOXX 50 index, the 

risk free interest rate and the dividend yield for the index. 
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The bulk of the initial data consists of European options on the EURO STOXX 50 index for all of the 

trading days during the period December 1 2006 to December 31 2008. Wolynski and Theimer choose 

this time period so as to cover the entire period of the financial crisis that led up to the stock market 

crash, from the first indicators of it in early 2007 to the actual crash in September 2008. They also 

include the end of 2006 so as not to miss the normal market conditions prior to the crash, as well as the 

end of 2008, when the crisis was in full force. The reason why the EURO STOXX 50 index 

specifically is chosen is that it is a very large index with a liquid derivatives market, which is essential 

to obtain reliable price data. The data is interesting because it consists of information on the Euro 

zone, whereas most other studies in this field have been focused on American (typically S&P 500), 

Asian or British data.  

The initial data set, obtained from iVolatility.com
24

, consists of all quoted calls and puts during the 

mentioned period for a total of        options, divided equally between puts and calls. For each 

option, the data gives information about maturity (   ), exercise price ( ), current index level (  ), 

traded volume, open interest, and bid and ask quotes. The mid price, i.e. the simple average of the bid 

and ask for an option, is used as the option price estimate ( ̂  and  ̂  for calls and puts respectively). 

To this data set, a cleaning procedure along the lines of Bakshi, Cao and Chen (1997) is applied. 

In order to exclude observations that may distort the analysis, Wolynski and Theimer (2011) apply a 

cleaning procedure consisting of nine filters. Specifically, the following is removed: options with no 

traded volume and/or open interest (1), options with less than six days to maturity (2), options with 

negative bid and/or ask (3), options where the bid price is greater than the ask price (4), options where 

bid and/or ask is greater than the current level of the index (5), options for which bid and/or ask 

    (      ) (6), options where the ratio of ask price to bid price is greater than     (7), options 

with bid and/or ask smaller than     (8) and finally, options that are puts (9). 

The reason for removing options with no traded volume and/or open interest (filter 1) is that these are 

options that are illiquid and hence, the information contained in their prices is unreliable. Options with 

less than six days to maturity (filter 2) are removed, since they may suffer from liquidity biases, 

caused by traders having to buy or sell large quantities to close out existing positions, as pointed out 

by Bakshi, Cao and Chen (1997). The filters applied in steps 3 to 6 remove options that violate 

obvious no-arbitrage conditions, such as negative price, negative bid-ask spread and negative time 

value. The rationale behind filter 7 is that one wants to use options with as narrow bid-ask spreads as 

possible so as to obtain reliable estimates of option prices. However, if the requirement on the ask to 

bid ratio being close to one is too strict, one is left with very few option prices, making further analysis 

difficult or even impossible. After having tried different values, Wolynski and Theimer (2011) find 

that     is a satisfactory cutoff point. The reason for removing options with prices of less than ten 

                                                      
24 www.ivolatility.com 

http://www.ivolatility.com/
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cents (filter 8) is that these are options were price changes will always have a large percentage effect, 

as the minimal increment that a price can change by is one cent. In order to mitigate this effect of 

discrete prices, these options are removed. At this point, the cleaned data set consists of       

options, divided between       calls (   ) and       puts (   ). Thus, calls make up roughly two 

thirds of the option prices that are deemed reliable. One possible approach at this point would have 

been to convert all puts to calls using the put-call parity and to use the average between the call mid 

price and the mid price implied by the put (i.e. the call price obtained after converting the mid put 

price into a call price by using the put-call parity) as the call price estimate. However, given that the 

remaining options have made it through a rigorous cleaning procedure, they should already give 

reliable price estimates. Hence, Wolynski and Theimer (2011) feel that this procedure adds 

unnecessary complexity without significantly improving reliability. Moreover, the authors point out 

that it would be impossible to do this for all options, as there are more calls than puts, thus leading to 

option prices being estimated in an inconsistent way. What could still be done, though, is to remove 

the puts that have corresponding calls (i.e. calls for the same exercise price and maturity), but to keep 

the unique puts so as to obtain option price estimates for a larger number of exercise prices. However, 

Birru and Figlewski (2010) point out that equity index puts typically trade at different implied 

volatilities than corresponding calls.
25

 Thus, this approach will create artificial jumps in the implied 

volatility curve wherever a put price rather than a call price is used, which is precisely the result that 

Wolynski and Theimer (2011) obtained when they tried this method (see Figure 3 below). Birru and 

Figlewski also point out that this is likely to result in badly behaved RND functions. Hence, the choice 

is made to exclude puts altogether in the final filter (9). Thus, the final data set used by Wolynski and 

Theimer (2011) consists of       call options. A summary of the cleaning procedure with the number 

of options removed in each filter is presented in Appendix C. 

Figure 3 – Volatility smile with five unique puts on December 18 2006, three months 

 

                                                      
25 In theory, where trading is assumed to be costless, the put-call parity implies that the implied volatilities for a put and a call 

for the same exercise price and time to maturity should be equal in order for there not to be any arbitrage. In practice, 

however, there is a cost associated with putting on a trade, which is why these implied volatilities can differ. How much they 

can differ is still limited by arbitrage, and hence depends on the trading cost. Birru and Figlewski (2010) find that for S&P 

500 index options, puts can trade at implied volatilities of one to two percentage points higher than calls at the money. 
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As this study focuses on the days surrounding the September 2008 stock market crash, only data for 

the trading days for September 2008 is considered. Furthermore, in order for the RND functions to be 

comparable over time, it makes sense to focus on one single time to maturity. Ederington and Lee 

(1996) find that there is an inverse relationship between the time to maturity of the options studied and 

the effect of new information on the implied volatility (and thus on the RND). This implies that RND 

functions for shorter maturities are less affected by noise. After the data cleaning procedure performed 

by Wolynski and Theimer (2011), the most reliable observations for the month of September 2008 is 

for a maturity of roughly three months (all options have the expiry date December 20 2008). For this 

reason, that maturity is selected. The resulting data sets consists of     reliable call price observations 

for the    days in the data set, meaning that the average number of observations per day is between    

and   . It should also be noted that none of the trading days has fewer than    observations. Thus, the 

amount of observations is deemed sufficient to obtain reliable RND functions for a maturity of three 

months for every trading day of September 2008, as both of the methods used only require the 

estimation of five parameters.
26

 For a detailed view of the number of observations for each trading day 

of September 2008, please refer to Appendix C. 

In addition to the option price data, data on prices for futures on the EURO STOXX 50 index, the risk 

free interest rate and the dividend yield for the index is also needed. The EURIBOR rate is used as 

proxy for the risk free rate. For all of the trading days of September 2008, data for EURIBOR rates for 

three months, as well as data for the dividend yield on the EURO STOXX 50 index, was obtained 

from Thomson Reuters Datastream. Futures prices for a maturity of three months were obtained from 

Bloomberg Terminal. 

4. Methodology 

As was mentioned in the introduction, the aim of this paper is to investigate whether the implied RND 

functions for the days around the September 2008 stock market crash are stable with respect to the 

estimation methodology and whether the stability is affected by the stock market crash. In order to do 

so, RNDs for every trading day of September 2008, looking at contracts with expiry in December 

2008 (i.e. a time to maturity of roughly three months) are generated using the two methods previously 

described, i.e. the fully parametric two-lognormal method and a slightly modified version of the 

curve-fitting method proposed by Shimko (1993). Before going into the details of how these RNDs 

were estimated, however, it is useful to give a short description as to how the implied volatilities were 

obtained, as both methods rely on them to some extent. For the two-lognormal method, explicit 

calculation of the implied volatilities is not necessary, but can give useful information and enable one 

to use reasonable starting guesses for the parameters    and   . For the curve-fitting method used, 

                                                      
26 For the curve-fitting method of choice, these are the five parameters of the fourth order interpolation polynomial. For the 

two-lognormal method, these are the previously mentioned parameters   ,   ,   ,    and  . It should also be noted that there 

is one additional observation per trading day for the two-lognormal method, as it also takes the futures price      into account. 
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however, obtaining the implied volatilities is an absolute necessity, as the method relies on 

interpolation in the implied volatility domain. 

4.1. Retrieving the implied volatilities 

In order to obtain the implied volatilities, the Newton-Rhapson method, an iterative method for finding 

the roots of real-valued functions, is used. For a real-valued function  ( ) that is reasonably 

well-behaved, a successively better approximation to the root, given an initial guess of   , is given 

by
27

: 

         
 (  )

  (  )
 (28) 

Notice that the change in the variable   between steps is given by  
 (  )

  (  )
. Thus, as    approaches the 

exact root, the correction term  
 (  )

  (  )
 tends to zero. Hence, an arbitrarily good solution can be 

obtained and the procedure is terminated when the correction term is smaller than a pre-specified 

value, commonly referred to as the tolerance. 

In this case, the function whose root is to be found is the difference between the Black-Scholes call 

price and the observed call price, here denoted by       ̂ . Given that all parameters needed to 

calculate the Black-Scholes price apart from   are known, this can be expressed as (recall expressions 

(12) and (13) from the theoretical framework section): 
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(29) 

Thus, all that is needed in order to use the Newton-Rhapson method is   ( )  
  ( )

  
. Note that since 

 ̂  is a constant, 
  ( )

  
 

   ( )

  
. This is the derivative of the Black-Scholes call option price with 

respect to the volatility, typically referred to as vega and denoted by  : 

      
  (   ) (  )√    (30) 

In expression (30) above,    is calculated in the same way as in expression (29) and  ( ) denotes the 

probability density function of the standard normal distribution, elaborated on earlier. Thus, the 

implied volatility for an option at a given exercise price is obtained by the iterative process: 

                                                      
27 Note that  ( ) in this setting is an arbitrary real-valued function and not in any way connected to the pricing function 

 (    ) that was introduced earlier. 
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 (  )

 (  )
 (31) 

The value used for the initial guess of the implied volatility is set to       . The tolerance used is 

    , i.e. the process is terminated when | 
 (  )

 (  )
|      . All of this is easily done in MATLAB, 

where it is possible to obtain all implied volatilities for a specified maturity     at a specific date   at 

the same time by using vector notation. The ATM implied volatility is obtained by linearly 

interpolating the implied volatilities for the exercise prices closest to the value of   . As the 

interpolation distance is usually short, a linear approximation should provide reasonable estimates, 

though the implied volatility curve is typically convex, so linear interpolation could give rise to 

over-estimation. However, as the ATM implied volatility is only used to obtain a starting guess for the 

optimization algorithm used for the two-lognormal method, this should not have any effect on the end 

result. 

4.2. Estimating the RND function 

Before going into the estimation of the RND with the two methods of choice, a brief description of 

how the previously presented risk neutral histogram was obtained is in order. Even though it is not part 

of the actual analysis, I chose to include it in the theoretical framework section, as it provides an 

intuitive explanation of RNDs to the reader unfamiliar with the concept. When constructing the risk 

neutral histogram, extrapolation outside of the available exercise price range is not carried out, and 

thus the resulting distribution is truncated. However, interpolation is carried out in order to obtain 

estimates for all the necessary option prices in the range between the lowest and the highest available 

exercise prices. Simple linear interpolation in the implied volatility domain is used.
28

 For every desired 

exercise price that there is no data for, interpolation between the two implied volatilities corresponding 

to the two exercise prices closest to the desired exercise price is carried out. The obtained implied 

volatilities are then converted to prices using the Black-Scholes formula. The histograms are then 

obtained by using expression (15). 

4.2.1. The two-lognormal method 

For the two-lognormal method, the following minimization problem is solved: 

  

                                                      
28 As has already been mentioned, linear interpolation can give rise to over-estimation due to the convexity of the implied 

volatility curve. However, as the risk neutral histogram is presented for illustrative purposes rather than for rigorous analysis, 

linear interpolation is deemed sufficient in this context. 
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(32) 

Obviously, this is a special case of expression (26) presented in the theoretical framework section. The 

only difference is that the sum of squared put option pricing errors is not present, as there are no put 

options in the final data set. The minimization is carried out in MATLAB by using the command 

fmincon, choosing the interior point optimization algorithm. The starting guesses that are used are 

         (    )            √      
 

 
, where      is the estimated ATM implied 

volatility. 

4.2.2. A curve-fitting method based on Shimko (1993) 

As has already been mentioned, the first step of the method used is to interpolate the previously 

obtained implied volatilities using a quadratic polynomial. Thus, the interpolation polynomial for the 

implied volatility as a function of the exercise price can be expressed as: 
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The coefficients are determined by the commonly used ordinary least squares method. The ordinary 

least squares solution can be easily represented by first introducing the following matrices, where the 

observed exercise prices and implied volatilities are denoted by    and  ̂(  ) respectively
29
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Given the notation above, the ordinary least squares estimate of the parameter vector   is obtained by: 

   ( ̂  ̂)
  

 ̂  ̂ (35) 

                                                      
29 The reason for introducing a distinct notation for the observed implied volatilities is that they will not correspond exactly to 

the values obtained from the interpolation polynomial, i.e.  ̂( )   ( ). 
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Once the parameters for the polynomial have been obtained, the implied volatility as a continuous 

function of the exercise price is obtained along the lines of expression (27), with the difference that the 

interpolation polynomial for the interval              is the estimated fourth order polynomial 

in expression (33) rather than a quadratic polynomial. The resulting implied volatilities are then 

transformed back to call option prices by using the Black-Scholes formula, as expressed in expressions 

(12) and (13). Finally, the RND is retrieved by applying expression (16) to the resulting call prices. 

4.2.3. Descriptive statistics 

Having estimated the RND, the next step is to calculate a number of descriptive statistics for it. This 

allows for a quantitative assessment as to whether the estimated RNDs are stable with respect to 

estimation methodology. Specifically, the descriptive statistics considered are expected value, standard 

deviation, annualized percentage standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis. All of these are calculated 

at time   under the equivalent martingale measure  . The expected value, also known as the mean and 

the first moment, is given by
30
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As has already been explained, it should hold that   
 [  ]      . Thus, comparing the obtained 

expected value of the RND to the corresponding futures price serves as important information as to 

whether the RND correctly reflects the market view of the expected value. 

The second moment of a distribution is known as the variance. The square root of the variance is the 

standard deviation, which is a measure of dispersion around the mean. The standard deviation is 

calculated as: 
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It should be pointed out that using the unadjusted standard deviation as an estimate of the volatility is 

problematic, as it depends on both the level of the index and on the time to maturity. Thus, comparing 

standard deviations without first adjusting them can lead to incorrect conclusions. For this reason, the 

standard deviation is adjusted to obtain a measure that I call annualized percentage standard deviation, 

calculated as: 

    
 [  ]  

  
 [  ]

  
√    (38) 

The next measure that is considered is skewness. Skewness is calculated as the standardized third 

moment and measures the asymmetry of a distribution: 

                                                      
30 For all of the descriptive statistics presented here, the interval that the integral should be taken over is (    ). As has 

already been mentioned, however, since   (  )           (    ), integrating over [   ) will yield the same result. 
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A skewness of zero typically corresponds to a symmetric distribution, e.g. the normal distribution.
31

 

Negative skewness means that there is more probability mass in the left tail than in the right tail. For 

this reason, a distribution with negative skewness is referred to as left-skewed. Similarly, a distribution 

with positive skewness has more probability mass in the right tail and is referred to as right-skewed. 

Notice that since skewness is a standardized moment, it is dimensionless and hence does not need to 

be adjusted for comparability. 

Finally, the kurtosis of the distribution, calculated as the standardized fourth moment of the 

distribution, is considered: 
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Kurtosis measures the “peakedness” of a distribution. A higher kurtosis means that the distribution has 

a higher peak around the mean and fatter tails. Distributions with a kurtosis equal to three are referred 

to as mesokurtic. The most common example of a mesokurtic distribution is the normal distribution. If 

the kurtosis is higher than three, the distribution is referred to as leptokurtic. Conversely, if it is lower 

than three, the distribution is referred to as platykurtic. Like skewness, kurtosis is a standardized 

moment and hence does not need to be adjusted for comparability. 

All of the integrals presented above are calculated numerically in MATLAB using the trapz command, 

which approximates the integral by using the trapezoidal method. The reason for using numerical 

integration is practical. For the two-lognormal RNDs, the analytical expressions for all moments but 

the first are rather cumbersome, since we are dealing with a weighted sum of two distributions. For the 

RNDs obtained by using the curve-fitting method, analytical integration is not possible, as the RND is 

never expressed as an analytical function. However, recall that the mean for a two-lognormal RND can 

be calculated analytically by the rather simple formula in expression (24). Comparing the analytically 

obtained mean for the two-lognormal RND to the one obtained through numerical integration, I find 

that the difference appears no earlier than in the sixth decimal place. Thus, for all practical purposes, 

numerical integration yields sufficiently accurate results. 

5. Results 

In this section, I present my results. I start by describing the general findings, focusing on the 

qualitative implications of the study that has been carried out. I proceed by comparing the descriptive 

statistics for the RNDs estimated with the two methods and discuss the more quantitative aspects of 

                                                      
31 It should be pointed out that a skewness of zero does not necessarily imply a symmetric distribution (though this is 

typically the case). However, the converse is always true – a symmetric distribution always has a skewness that is equal to 

zero. 
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the study. Only a few of the generated RNDs will be presented in the text for illustrative purposes. 

However, all estimated RNDs can be found in Appendix A (two-lognormal RNDs) and Appendix B 

(RNDs generated by using the chosen curve-fitting method). 

5.1. General findings 

Overall, the shape of the RND functions generated by the two methods is rather similar, as can be seen 

in Figure 4 below. Both methods generate RNDs with a characteristic “hump” in the left tail and also 

seem to largely agree on the mode of the distribution as well as its general shape. One clear difference 

is that the two-lognormal RND is smoother, but this is to be expected, as the method estimates the 

RND as a weighted sum of two smooth functions, thus forcing the end result to be smooth as well. 

These conclusions are general and apply fairly well to most of the studied trading days. 

Figure 4 – RND functions for September 12 2008, three months 

 

 

Two-lognormal RND 

Curve-fitting RND 
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However, there is one trading day in the sample for which the findings just described do not apply. 

The RNDs for it are presented in Figure 5 below. As can be seen, the RND obtained by using the 

selected curve-fitting method has a very strange shape and looks entirely inconsistent with what is 

expected of a density function for an asset price. The source of this strange result is probably the 

interpolation of the implied volatilities. The shape of the RND hints that there is an inflection point in 

the fourth order polynomial used to interpolate the implied volatilities. As this is highly inconsistent 

with the theory on the matter, estimation results of this kind should be avoided. One possible way to 

mitigate this result is to use a more advanced interpolation algorithm that first fits a fourth order 

polynomial to the implied volatilities and then checks for inflection points in the estimated polynomial 

in the interval between the lowest and the highest exercise prices. If an inflection point is found, a 

quadratic polynomial, which is guaranteed to be free of inflection points, is fitted instead. 

Figure 5 – RND functions for September 26 2008, three months 
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Trying out the approach just described is beyond the scope of this study, but it could be an interesting 

topic to look into, particularly when one is dealing with more noisy implied volatilities, which is 

typically the case when the studied options have not been put through a cleaning procedure as rigorous 

as the one employed here. 

Looking at the descriptive statistics for the two-lognormal RNDs presented in Table 1 below, a 

number of conclusions can be drawn. First, it is clear that the estimated RNDs are all left-skewed (i.e. 

have negative skewness) to varying degree. This clearly contradicts the Black-Scholes assumption of 

GBM dynamics for the underlying price process, as GBM dynamics are consistent with a (single) 

lognormal RND, which is always right-skewed.
32

 Furthermore, one can observe that the descriptive 

statistics react to the stock market crash through increased volatility, decreased left-skewness and 

decreased kurtosis. These are the very same findings that Wolynski and Theimer (2011) made for this 

data set, and they are also consistent with the findings of Birru and Figlewski (2010) for the S&P 500 

equity index during the crash of September 2008. 

Table 1 – Descriptive statistics for two-lognormal RNDs, every trading day of September 2008 

Descriptive statistics (and futures prices) 

Date                 

2008-09-01 3389 3389.18 404.80 6.61% -0.59 3.26 

2008-09-02 3440 3440.04 400.68 6.41% -0.56 3.17 

2008-09-03 3398 3398.00 403.45 6.51% -0.48 3.04 

2008-09-04 3300 3300.02 420.69 6.96% -0.47 2.95 

2008-09-05 3203 3203.05 427.20 7.23% -0.44 2.86 

2008-09-08 3301 3300.99 415.72 6.72% -0.50 2.98 

2008-09-09 3284 3283.99 416.32 6.75% -0.47 2.96 

2008-09-10 3256 3256.85 413.12 6.70% -0.52 3.14 

2008-09-11 3236 3236.47 417.83 6.79% -0.52 3.12 

2008-09-12 3295 3296.29 405.63 6.44% -0.51 3.16 

2008-09-15 3160 3159.99 424.31 6.91% -0.44 2.88 

2008-09-16 3099 3099.00 431.78 7.13% -0.34 2.63 

2008-09-17 3020 3019.63 450.18 7.57% -0.31 2.86 

2008-09-18 3011 3011.00 446.99 7.52% -0.43 2.79 

2008-09-19 3273 3272.90 429.08 6.62% -0.47 3.00 

2008-09-22 3207 3206.99 418.53 6.50% -0.43 2.89 

2008-09-23 3162 3162.00 426.52 6.67% -0.46 2.88 

2008-09-24 3144 3143.98 420.30 6.58% -0.43 2.88 

2008-09-25 3227 3227.00 424.94 6.43% -0.49 3.02 

2008-09-26 3183 3183.00 451.38 6.90% -0.32 2.60 

2008-09-29 3036 3036.25 470.21 7.41% -0.41 2.87 

2008-09-30 3062 3062.01 477.85 7.41% -0.40 2.84 

                                                      
32 The reason why implied distributions tend to be left-skewed is an interesting topic in its own right. One plausible 

explanation is portfolio-insuring behavior. For more on this topic, see Grossman and Zhou (1996). 
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The reader interested in a more detailed analysis of how various descriptive statistics changed 

throughout September 2008 and how this is connected to what was going on in the market is referred 

to the two aforementioned studies. As the focus of this study is on method comparison, I instead 

proceed to look at the descriptive statistics for the chosen curve-fitting method, presented in Table 2 

below. Though the values in Table 2 differ from those in Table 1, it is clear that qualitatively, the 

overall conclusions regarding the evolution of the RND function throughout the month are the same, 

as increased volatility, decreased left-skewness and decreased kurtosis are all observed as a reaction to 

the stock market crash when looking at the curve-fitting RNDs as well. Thus, from a qualitative point 

of view, the two methods appear to generate rather similar RND functions. However, it is also clear 

that the descriptive statistics calculated for the RNDs generated with the two methods exhibit 

differences. These will be analyzed in some detail in the next section. 

Table 2 – Descriptive statistics for curve-fitting RNDs, every trading day of September 2008 

Descriptive statistics (and futures prices) 

Date                 

2008-09-01 3389 3377.92 426.60 6.96% -0.69 3.45 

2008-09-02 3440 3430.10 415.07 6.64% -0.57 3.08 

2008-09-03 3398 3382.28 420.69 6.79% -0.43 2.78 

2008-09-04 3300 3287.60 425.64 7.04% -0.32 2.60 

2008-09-05 3203 3198.12 433.18 7.33% -0.42 2.81 

2008-09-08 3301 3296.44 410.90 6.65% -0.31 2.62 

2008-09-09 3284 3273.22 418.34 6.78% -0.29 2.59 

2008-09-10 3256 3253.94 421.66 6.84% -0.63 3.51 

2008-09-11 3236 3233.84 426.62 6.93% -0.62 3.40 

2008-09-12 3295 3289.82 423.15 6.72% -0.70 3.71 

2008-09-15 3160 3162.26 409.44 6.66% -0.20 2.61 

2008-09-16 3099 3099.17 429.44 7.09% -0.28 2.64 

2008-09-17 3020 3029.17 427.70 7.19% -0.06 2.71 

2008-09-18 3011 3011.20 436.74 7.35% -0.25 2.58 

2008-09-19 3273 3264.78 433.16 6.68% -0.37 2.69 

2008-09-22 3207 3192.64 429.78 6.67% -0.25 2.71 

2008-09-23 3162 3150.59 441.27 6.90% -0.42 2.81 

2008-09-24 3144 3130.49 423.26 6.62% -0.24 2.52 

2008-09-25 3227 3218.36 431.92 6.54% -0.40 2.78 

2008-09-26 3183 3167.53 456.99 6.99% -0.11 2.55 

2008-09-29 3036 3018.95 499.14 7.86% -0.49 2.96 

2008-09-30 3062 3049.17 493.95 7.66% -0.37 2.77 

5.2. Comparison of descriptive statistics 

When looking at Table 1 and Table 2, a difference that instantly jumps out is how much closer the 

expected value of the distribution is to the futures price for the two-lognormal method than for the 

curve-fitting method. This should not come as a surprise, as it is explicitly taken into account when 
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estimating the RND with the two-lognormal method, but not with the curve-fitting method of choice. 

To quantify the effect of this, the difference between the expected value of the RND and the futures 

price, i.e.   
 [  ]      , is looked into in more detail. In Table 3 below, the average and the standard 

deviation of this difference is presented for both estimation methods. To see whether the stock market 

crash has any effect on the difference, they are also presented separately for the trading days before the 

crash (September 1 2008 to September 12 2008) and the trading days after the crash (September 15 

2008 to September 30 2008). 

Table 3 – Expected value minus futures price for both estimation methods, September 2008 

  
 [  ]       

  Two-lognormal Curve-fitting 

Period Average StDev Average StDev 

All days 0.12 0.35 -7.66 6.81 

1 to 12 0.29 0.45 -7.87 4.70 

15 to 30 -0.02 0.14 -7.47 8.39 

Looking at Table 3 above, it appears that the stock market crash did not have any significant effect on 

the difference between the expected value of the futures price for either of the two methods. It is also 

clear that the two-lognormal method consistently produces much smaller differences, as was noted 

earlier. However, this needs to be put in context. Clearly, the main purpose of the RND is not to look 

at the expected value, as that is already observable in the market in the form of the futures price. Thus, 

this is not a very important evaluation criterion unless one method gives expected values that are very 

far from observed futures prices. The selected curve-fitting method gives an average error of between 

  and   for an index whose value is above     . This corresponds to a pricing error of less than half a 

percent, which must be seen as negligible. Thus, it is more interesting to look at the other descriptive 

statistics. 

In Table 4 below, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis are looked at again. For each trading day, 

the two-lognormal estimate as a fraction of the curve-fitting estimate has been obtained for each of the 

three aforementioned descriptive statistics. The reason for excluding annualized percentage standard 

deviation is that it is just a scaling of the standard deviation statistic, and thus, it is the same for both 

methods for each trading day. Consequently, it will always give the same fraction as that for the 

standard deviation. 

Looking at Table 4, it is hard to draw any conclusions when it comes to whether there is any 

systematic difference in the volatility produced by the two methods. However, the two-lognormal 

method appears to produce RND functions with higher absolute values for skewness and for kurtosis. 
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Table 4 – Descriptive statistics as fractions for every trading day of September 2008 

Two-lognormal / Curve-fitting 

Date       

2008-09-01 0.95 0.85 0.94 

2008-09-02 0.97 0.98 1.03 

2008-09-03 0.96 1.11 1.09 

2008-09-04 0.99 1.49 1.14 

2008-09-05 0.99 1.06 1.02 

2008-09-08 1.01 1.59 1.14 

2008-09-09 1.00 1.61 1.14 

2008-09-10 0.98 0.84 0.90 

2008-09-11 0.98 0.85 0.92 

2008-09-12 0.96 0.72 0.85 

2008-09-15 1.04 2.20 1.10 

2008-09-16 1.01 1.23 1.00 

2008-09-17 1.05 5.49 1.06 

2008-09-18 1.02 1.75 1.08 

2008-09-19 0.99 1.26 1.12 

2008-09-22 0.97 1.74 1.07 

2008-09-23 0.97 1.09 1.03 

2008-09-24 0.99 1.78 1.14 

2008-09-25 0.98 1.23 1.08 

2008-09-26 0.99 2.86 1.02 

2008-09-29 0.94 0.82 0.97 

2008-09-30 0.97 1.07 1.03 

In order to conduct a more rigorous analysis, the averages and the standard deviations for the fractions 

of each of the three descriptive statistics are presented in Table 5 below. To see whether the fractions 

are affected by the market crash, they are also presented separately for the trading days before the 

crash and the trading days after the crash, following the approach employed when looking at the 

difference between the expected value of the RNDs and the futures prices. 

Looking at values for the standard deviation in Table 5, it is clear that the two-lognormal method 

produces RNDs with a standard deviation that is somewhat lower on average. This finding is 

unchanged when looking at the trading days before and after the stock market crash separately, as both 

the averages and the standard deviations are largely unaffected by splitting the sample. It should also 

be noted that though the difference is persistent, it appears to be rather small, as the average is always 

within one standard deviation off from a value of one. The results for the kurtosis are similar, with the 

difference that the two-lognormal method produces RNDs with a kurtosis that is slightly higher on 

average. Just as for the standard deviation, this finding appears to be largely unchanged by the stock 

market crash, though there is more of a difference for the kurtosis than for the standard deviation, as 

the kurtosis is within one standard deviation off from a value of one when looking at the entire period 
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and at the days preceding the crash, but is just shy of being within one standard deviation off from one 

for the days following the crash. However, this is deemed negligible in this context, as some random 

noise is expected with sample sizes that are relatively small (   trading days preceding the crash and 

   trading days following the crash). Thus, for practical purposes, the kurtosis estimation is also found 

to be largely unaffected by the stock market crash. The skewness, however, tells a different story. The 

two-lognormal method generates RNDs that are consistently more left-skewed, but it is clear that both 

the magnitude and the volatility of the left skewness fraction increase noticeably after the stock market 

crash. Thus, the crash appears to have an effect on the relative stability of the RND estimation when 

using the two models when it comes to skewness. 

Table 5 – Summary of descriptive statistics as fractions, September 2008 

All days 

        

Average 0.99 1.53 1.04 

StDev 0.03 1.02 0.08 

1 to 12 

        

Average 0.98 1.11 1.02 

StDev 0.02 0.33 0.11 

15 to 30 

        

Average 0.99 1.88 1.06 

StDev 0.03 1.27 0.05 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper, I have investigated whether the implied RND functions are stable with respect to the 

choice of estimation methodology and whether the stability is affected by the stock market crash of 

September 2008. To do this, I have used option data for the EURO STOXX 50 equity index for every 

trading day of September 2008 and obtained RND functions using two different methods, namely the 

fully parametric two-lognormal method and a modified version of the curve-fitting method proposed 

by Shimko (1993). 

All of the obtained RNDs are left-skewed and hence clearly show that the functional form for the 

RND implied by the Black-Scholes dynamics does not adequately reflect the functional form of the 

actual RND implied by the market. Furthermore, both methods generate RND functions that are 

qualitatively similar in shape and that exhibit similar evolution over the month of September 2008. 

Specifically, the estimated RNDs react to the crash through increased volatility, decreased 

left-skewness and decreased kurtosis. These findings are consistent with those of Wolynski and 

Theimer (2011) and Birru and Figlewski (2010). 
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Looking at the descriptive statistics in more detail, the two methods do appear to generate RNDs that 

are systematically different in some regards. Specifically, the two-lognormal method appears to 

generate RNDs that have a somewhat lower standard deviation (though the difference here is rather 

small), a somewhat higher kurtosis and that are more left-skewed. The stock market crash has a 

marginal effect on these findings when it comes to the standard deviation and the kurtosis. However, 

the crash does appear to affect the relative stability of the estimation of the skewness, as the difference 

in skewness becomes noticeably larger in magnitude and clearly more volatile after the crash. 

Getting back to the aim of this study, which was to investigate whether the RND estimation is stable 

with respect to the choice of methodology and whether the stability is affected by the stock market 

crash of September 2008, the finding of this study is that the answer to these questions very much 

depends on the intended application. If the RND is to be used as a tool for assessing the market 

sentiment and how it changes over time, it can be said to be stable with respect to estimation 

methodology, as the qualitative conclusions are largely the same irrespective of which estimation 

method is used. In this context, the effect of the crash is negligible. This application of the RND 

framework is useful for a wide variety of market participants, particularly central banks and other 

decision-making organs, as they need to have a good understanding of the market sentiment in order to 

develop effective policies and implement them in an efficient way. However, if the RND is to be used 

to price illiquid contingent claims that are not actively traded in the market and high numerical 

accuracy is needed, the RND estimation cannot be said to be stable with respect to methodology, as 

the two methods do provide estimates that are consistently different quantitatively, and will thus result 

in different prices for the same contingent claim. In this context, the crash must be considered to affect 

the estimation stability, as the skewness estimation between the two methods diverges after the crash. 

This application of the RND framework is mainly of interest for banks and other trading houses. To 

assess to what extent the prices for the same contingent claim will differ between the two methods and 

what estimation method is to be deemed superior for this purpose is beyond the scope of this study. 

However, it is a potentially interesting topic for further research, as the application of implied RND 

functions to asset pricing is rather limited in the literature. 

When interpreting the results, it is important to note that the RND framework has certain limitations. 

The most obvious limitation is related to the availability of the data. Since deep OTM and deep ITM 

options are generally less liquid, reliable price estimates for them are often unavailable. For this 

reason, the estimation of the tails of the RND is somewhat unreliable, which is likely to have an effect 

on skewness and kurtosis especially. Another limitation of the study is that the potential effects of 

estimation errors are not considered in the analysis. Specifically, I only look at how certain descriptive 

statistics (and their fractions between the two methods) change over time and do not test to see if any 

of the changes are statistically significant. However, it should be pointed out that the other studies in 

the field are conducted in a similar way and no study (at least that I know of) provides tests of 
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statistical significance, which is criticized by Jackwerth (1999). One potential approach could be to 

assume that the obtained values constitute a random sample and conduct standard tests of statistical 

significance. However, this is likely to be misleading, as the values are not actual observations, but 

model outputs, and hence cannot be considered random. For this reason, no statistical tests have been 

carried out. However, to derive methods to test the significance in this type of context should be 

considered an interesting topic for further research, as it could lead to major developments in the field 

of RND estimation.  
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Appendix A – Two-lognormal RND functions 

Here, all of the implied RND functions retrieved with the two-lognormal method are presented, along 

with the estimated parameters and the previously described descriptive statistics for each RND 

function. In each graph, the dashed green line corresponds to the first set of parameters, the dashed red 

line corresponds to the second set of parameters and the solid blue line is the weighted sum, i.e. the 

RND function itself. All of the presented RNDs have a maturity of (roughly) three months. 

Figure A1 – Two-lognormal RND functions for every trading day of September 2008 

  

 

 

 

  

September 1 2008 

Parameters 

   8.1748 

   0.0730 

   7.9913 

   0.1327 

  0.7053 

Descriptive statistics 

  3389.1821 

  404.8018 

   6.6052% 

  -0.5856 

  3.2554 

September 2 2008 

Parameters 

   8.1898 

   0.0716 

   8.0100 

   0.1250 

  0.7009 

Descriptive statistics 

  3440.0362 

  400.6783 

   6.4089% 

  -0.5564 

  3.1734 
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September 3 2008 

Parameters 

   8.0243 

   0.1301 

   8.1840 

   0.0703 

  0.3791 

Descriptive statistics 

  3397.9982 

  403.4544 

   6.5142% 

  -0.4750 

  3.0397 

September 4 2008 

Parameters 

   8.1562 

   0.0777 

   7.9536 

   0.1271 

  0.6881 

Descriptive statistics 

  3300.0156 

  420.6857 

   6.9553% 

  -0.4690 

  2.9497 
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September 5 2008 

Parameters 

   8.1344 

   0.0779 

   7.9347 

   0.1359 

  0.6391 

Descriptive statistics 

  3203.0495 

  427.1959 

   7.2263% 

  -0.4446 

  2.8600 

September 8 2008 

Parameters 

   7.9852 

   0.1364 

   8.1610 

   0.0716 

  0.3838 

Descriptive statistics 

  3300.9885 

  415.7171 

   6.7244% 

  -0.4957 

  2.9780 
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September 9 2008 

Parameters 

   7.9778 

   0.1359 

   8.1558 

   0.0734 

  0.3794 

Descriptive statistics 

  3283.9904 

  416.3164 

   6.7486% 

  -0.4732 

  2.9558 

September 10 2008 

Parameters 

   8.1400 

   0.0769 

   7.9539 

   0.1408 

  0.6767 

Descriptive statistics 

  3256.8457 

  413.1230 

   6.7032% 

  -0.5248 

  3.1446 
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September 11 2008 

Parameters 

   8.1354 

   0.0778 

   7.9431 

   0.1419 

  0.6770 

Descriptive statistics 

  3236.4702 

  417.8265 

   6.7875% 

  -0.5242 

  3.1155 

September 12 2008 

Parameters 

   8.1503 

   0.0753 

   7.9775 

   0.1383 

  0.6652 

Descriptive statistics 

  3296.2857 

  405.6329 

   6.4446% 

  -0.5069 

  3.1612 
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September 15 2008 

Parameters 

   7.9311 

   0.1415 

   8.1220 

   0.0777 

  0.3841 

Descriptive statistics 

  3159.9857 

  424.3070 

   6.9055% 

  -0.4377 

  2.8825 

September 16 2008 

Parameters 

   7.8721 

   0.1052 

   7.5340 

   0.1966 

  0.6912 

Descriptive statistics 

  3098.9961 

  431.7782 

   7.1325% 

  -0.3397 

  2.6308 
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September 17 2008 

Parameters 

   8.0928 

   0.0747 

   7.9178 

   0.1656 

  0.4760 

Descriptive statistics 

  3019.6309 

  450.1752 

   7.5677% 

  -0.3145 

  2.8603 

September 18 2008 

Parameters 

   7.8380 

   0.1447 

   8.0786 

   0.0862 

  0.3344 

Descriptive statistics 

  3010.9987 

  446.9928 

   7.5190% 

  -0.4330 

  2.7907 
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September 19 2008 

Parameters 

   8.1574 

   0.0697 

   7.9912 

   0.1478 

  0.5599 

Descriptive statistics 

  3272.9015 

  429.0790 

   6.6212% 

  -0.4670 

  3.0008 

September 22 2008 

Parameters 

   8.1346 

   0.0765 

   7.9499 

   0.1368 

  0.6178 

Descriptive statistics 

  3206.9893 

  418.5328 

   6.4954% 

  -0.4306 

  2.8884 
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September 23 2008 

Parameters 

   8.1204 

   0.0794 

   7.9110 

   0.1360 

  0.6600 

Descriptive statistics 

  3162.0049 

  426.5174 

   6.6701% 

  -0.4602 

  2.8795 

September 24 2008 

Parameters 

   8.1182 

   0.0762 

   7.9356 

   0.1428 

  0.5922 

Descriptive statistics 

  3143.9795 

  420.3043 

   6.5773% 

  -0.4255 

  2.8793 
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September 25 2008 

Parameters 

   8.1350 

   0.0797 

   7.9354 

   0.1396 

  0.6744 

Descriptive statistics 

  3226.9978 

  424.9442 

   6.4316% 

  -0.4855 

  3.0185 

September 26 2008 

Parameters 

   8.1429 

   0.0801 

   7.9316 

   0.1335 

  0.5837 

Descriptive statistics 

  3182.9994 

  451.3765 

   6.9007% 

  -0.3175 

  2.5986 
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September 29 2008 

Parameters 

   7.8590 

   0.1643 

   8.0883 

   0.0910 

  0.3616 

Descriptive statistics 

  3036.2530 

  470.2059 

   7.4087% 

  -0.4071 

  2.8672 

September 30 2008 

Parameters 

   7.8542 

   0.1600 

   8.0962 

   0.0931 

  0.3410 

Descriptive statistics 

  3062.0143 

  477.8492 

   7.4092% 

  -0.3978 

  2.8409 
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Appendix B – Curve-fitting RND functions 

Here, all of the implied RND functions retrieved with the modified Shimko (1993) curve-fitting 

method are presented, along with previously described descriptive statistics for each RND function. 

No parameters are presented, as the RND is never explicitly parameterized when using curve-fitting 

methods. All of the presented RNDs have a maturity of (roughly) three months. 

Figure B1 – Curve-fitting RND functions for every trading day of September 2008 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

September 1 2008 

Descriptive statistics 

  3377.9184 

  426.5981 

   6.9608% 

  -0.6891 

  3.4541 

September 2 2008 

Descriptive statistics 

  3430.1048 

  415.0671 

   6.6390% 

  -0.5677 

  3.0823 
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September 3 2008 

Descriptive statistics 

  3382.2799 

  420.6934 

   6.7925% 

  -0.4269 

  2.7760 

September 4 2008 

Descriptive statistics 

  3287.5960 

  425.6354 

   7.0372% 

  -0.3151 

  2.5957 
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September 5 2008 

Descriptive statistics 

  3198.1197 

  433.1813 

   7.3275% 

  -0.4212 

  2.8073 

September 8 2008 

Descriptive statistics 

  3296.4355 

  410.9032 

   6.6465% 

  -0.3125 

  2.6214 
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September 9 2008 

Descriptive statistics 

  3273.2186 

  418.3425 

   6.7814% 

  -0.2942 

  2.5889 

September 10 2008 

Descriptive statistics 

  3253.9398 

  421.6561 

   6.8416% 

  -0.6268 

  3.5082 
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September 11 2008 

Descriptive statistics 

  3233.8392 

  426.6238 

   6.9304% 

  -0.6176 

  3.3963 

September 12 2008 

Descriptive statistics 

  3289.8245 

  423.1545 

   6.7230% 

  -0.7035 

  3.7073 
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September 15 2008 

Descriptive statistics 

  3162.2649 

  409.4351 

   6.6634% 

  -0.1994 

  2.6132 

September 16 2008 

Descriptive statistics 

  3099.1669 

  429.4449 

   7.0940% 

  -0.2773 

  2.6401 
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September 17 2008 

Descriptive statistics 

  3029.1705 

  427.6996 

   7.1899% 

  -0.0573 

  2.7104 

September 18 2008 

Descriptive statistics 

  3011.1988 

  436.7386 

   7.3465% 

  -0.2479 

  2.5850 
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September 19 2008 

Descriptive statistics 

  3264.7841 

  433.1617 

   6.6842% 

  -0.3696 

  2.6886 

September 22 2008 

Descriptive statistics 

  3192.6417 

  429.7788 

   6.6699% 

  -0.2482 

  2.7052 
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September 23 2008 

Descriptive statistics 

  3150.5877 

  441.2730 

   6.9008% 

  -0.4226 

  2.8085 

September 24 2008 

Descriptive statistics 

  3130.4870 

  423.2550 

   6.6235% 

  -0.2384 

  2.5235 
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September 25 2008 

Descriptive statistics 

  3218.3599 

  431.9166 

   6.5372% 

  -0.3953 

  2.7838 

September 26 2008 

Descriptive statistics 

  3167.5273 

  456.9941 

   6.9866% 

  -0.1111 

  2.5474 
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September 29 2008 

Descriptive statistics 

  3018.9476 

  499.1360 

   7.8645% 

  -0.4935 

  2.9637 

September 30 2008 

Descriptive statistics 

  3049.1709 

  493.9508 

   7.6588% 

  -0.3732 

  2.7674 
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Appendix C – Data cleaning 

In Table C1 below, the number of options removed in every filter of the cleaning procedure carried out 

by Wolynski and Theimer (2011) is shown. Note that the data cleaning procedure is performed step by 

step, meaning that once an option has been caught in a filter, it is eliminated and not examined in 

subsequent filters. Thus, the options removed in a filter are those that do not meet the conditions of 

that particular filter, but that did not breach the conditions of any of the previous filters. Obviously, 

this does not affect the final data set, but it does affect the interpretation of the numbers, as these 

would be different if the filters were applied in a different order. 

Table C1 – Cleaning procedure 
Step Filter Options removed Options left 

0 Initial number of options - 490508 

1 Remove options with no traded volume and/or open interest 367159 123349 

2 Remove options with less than six days to maturity 3531 119818 

3 Remove options with negative bid and/or ask price 0 119818 

4 Remove options where bid   ask 0 119818 

5 Remove options where bid and/or ask     9 119809 

6 Remove options where bid and/or ask     (      ) 39033 80776 

7 Remove options where ask/bid      5602 75174 

8 Remove options with bid and/or ask      3514 71660 

9 Remove put options 26546 45114 

Total   445394 45114 

 

Table C2 below shows the number of options with a maturity of three months for every trading day of 

September 2008. These are the observations that the RND estimations are carried out on. 

Table C2 – Options per trading day 

Date Observations Date Observations 

2008-09-01 14 2008-09-16 17 

2008-09-02 15 2008-09-17 11 

2008-09-03 15 2008-09-18 15 

2008-09-04 16 2008-09-19 18 

2008-09-05 18 2008-09-22 13 

2008-09-08 16 2008-09-23 15 

2008-09-09 15 2008-09-24 14 

2008-09-10 14 2008-09-25 16 

2008-09-11 17 2008-09-26 11 

2008-09-12 19 2008-09-29 18 

2008-09-15 15 2008-09-30 17 

Total observations   339 
 


